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Believe it or not, finding files you’ve downloaded on your iPhone or Android phone can be tougher than you think. After owning your smartphone for some time, it can quickly become a handheld electronic briefcase. Along with the apps you need to get you through your day, it’s packed with photos, videos, files, and other media. While it’s all too easy
to download a photo or a restaurant menu to your mobile device, when it comes to actually finding where downloads reside on your phone, the opposite is true. It can be difficult to find a particular file amidst heaps of other folders. Worry not! In this guide, we’ll explain where to find downloaded files on iPhones and Android phones, including Google
Pixel and Samsung devices. We’ll show you where to look to find your downloaded media and what to do to access the files. How to find downloads on iPhoneIf you own an iPhone, go to the Files app to find your downloads. Files can be used to store everything from photos to saved GarageBand songs. If you’ve downloaded something in the past,
you’re almost certain to find it there. Here’s how: Step 1: On the Home screen, tap Files. Step 2: If you aren’t taken immediately to the Browse screen, tap the Browse folder icon at the bottom-right of the screen. Within Browse you’ll see several options listed under Locations. Choose one of the next three steps (3, 4, or 5): Step 3: Cloud: Tap iCloud,
Google Drive, Dropbox, Amazon Drive, or any other cloud-based to access files stored in those accounts. Step 4: Local: Tap On My Phone to see all files downloaded to your device. Step 5: Recently Deleted: Open this folder to search for any files you may have accidentally deleted. Step 6: Tap iCloud Drive. Step 7: Tap Downloads on the following
screen. If you still can’t find what you’re looking for, you can tap the search bar and enter the name of your downloaded file. If you can’t remember the exact name, you can type the first few letters, which prompts the app to suggest likely candidates. How to find downloads on Samsung phonesFor Samsung smartphones, much the same principle
applies, but with slightly different names. Step 1: Open the app drawer and either tap the My Files icon or open the Samsung folder and access it from there (depending on the phone). Step 2: Under Categories, tap Downloads. Note: The My Files app provides other categories as well that separate files into types: Images, Videos, Audio, Documents
and Installation Files. Check these categories if you can’t find your file(s) using the Downloads category. Step 3: You can also use the Search field on the app drawer to locate a specific download. How to find downloads on Google Pixel phonesTechnically, these steps apply to Google’s Files app that can be used on any Android phone, not just the
Google Pixel series. Step 1: Open the app drawer and tap the Files app. Step 2: The Clean tab opens by default. Scroll down and tap the Downloaded Files card. Alternatively, tap the Browse tab at the app’s bottom followed by Downloads on the following screen. Both lead to the same location. Step 3: On the Downloads screen, you can switch between
Thumbnail and List views. Next to this button is a three-dot “More” icon presenting a drop-down menu with Sort By and Select All options. In online forums, a small minority of Google Pixel owners have reported an inability to find downloaded photos or files in the Files app. Usually, this is the result of a permissions problem stemming from using the
Google app to download images. Step 4: To solve it, go to Settings > Apps > Google > Permissions. Step 5: Next, make sure Storage permission is switched on. If it isn’t, downloaded files will continue to be sent to a separate system directory. How to find downloads on Android phonesFinding downloads on other Android phones follows pretty much
the same workflow as finding them on Google Pixel or Samsung phones. However, depending on the models and manufacturers involved, the app name may differ. As a rule of thumb, you need to do the following: Step 1: Open your app drawer. Step 2: Open the file manager on your phone, which will be named something along the lines of Downloads,
File Manager, or My Files. Step 3: Select the Downloads file folder. Note: If you can’t see your Downloads, first navigate to Internal Storage, and then you will be able to access the appropriate folder. You can also use the search bar to quickly bring up the file you’re looking for or check to see if you accidentally sorted it into another folder. Don’t
forget third-party appsDownloading files from an app might mean that the files are saved to that app’s home folder instead of to the Downloads folder. Netflix is a frequent example of this. Step 1: To find Netflix downloads, open the Netflix app. Step 2: Tap the Menu icon in the top right corner of your screen, and select My Downloads. This could also
apply to other apps on your iPhone or Android device. If you used a particular app to download a specific file, try checking within that application to access the file. This should be the method you try if you can’t find the file in the standard download folder as well. Editors' Recommendations Android updates its operating system regularly to include
new features, fix glitches, and make your Android device run more smoothly. The newest version is Android 10, and it offers some great features you’ll want to get your hands on. Installing the new OS is not too difficult. Before you install it, you have to make sure your phone is compatible with it and able to receive the latest update, which we can
help you with. Then, we’ll give you some advice about getting the update. Make sure you have the right phone Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Unfortunately, not every Android phone is going to be eligible for the Android 10 update. If your device is over 2 years old, has already received two major Android OS updates, or is a lower-end budget device,
you might not be seeing Android 10 at all. We’ve collected rumors for each of the manufacturers in our Android 10 updates post, so you can check there for the latest news on a variety of devices. However, there are some devices which are a given. All of Google’s Pixel phones have already received the update, while the latest flagship phones — like
the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 range and Huawei’s P30 range — are also highly likely to get the update. You can also safely assume any phone that took part in the Android 10 beta is likely to receive the update. The Android 10 beta program was the largest in Android’s history, with an amazing 25 devices from 13 manufacturers taking part. Here’s the
list of phones that supported the Android 10 beta: Asus ZenFone 5Z Essential Phone Huawei Mate 20 Pro LG G8 ThinQ Nokia 8.1 OnePlus 7 Pro OnePlus 7 OnePlus 6T Oppo Reno Realme 3 Pro Sony Xperia XZ3 Tecno Spark 3 Pro Vivo X27 Vivo Nex S Vivo Nex A Xiaomi Mi 9 Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 5G Google Pixel 3a Google Pixel 3a XL Google Pixel 3
Google Pixel 3 XL Google Pixel 2 Google Pixel 2 XL Google Pixel Google Pixel XL Back up your data While the final Android 10 build won’t be as risky as getting involved in a beta program, it’s still a really good idea to backup your Android devices regularly and before committing to the upgrade. Make sure to back up your Android phone to your PC to
make sure your precious data is as safe as houses. How to install Android 10 So your phone has been confirmed to be getting the Android 10 update — hurrah! Now what? Well, you may have to wait a while. Some manufacturers take a little while to push the update out, whether it’s the speedier companies like Nokia, or the slowpokes of Samsung and
LG. That usually comes down to how much work they have to do, and creating manufacturer UIs like Samsung’s upcoming One UI 2.0 can take a significant amount of time. Thankfully, when your update is ready, it’ll be pushed through to your phone and you’ll be prompted to upgrade. You can either upgrade right then and there, or you can choose to
have your phone install it at a later time when it’s more convenient — you can even have it update overnight. If you’re really, really excited about it (like us) then you can manually check to see if the update has come in. To do so, head to Settings > System > Advanced > System update > Check for update. If you’re not using a stock Android phone,
then your path to finding the updates section may be slightly different — for instance on Samsung phones, you can access Software update directly from the Settings app — but its almost always somewhere in your Settings. That’s really all there is to updating to Android 10. Unsure of what’s new in the operating system? Check out our Android 10
review. Editors' Recommendations Android 7, which bears the delicious Nougat codename, is out and it offers split-screen views and more interactive notifications. As exciting as that is, you may need some help getting it onto your device and learning how to make the most of its new features. With our guides for getting the update onto Nexus
devices, splitting your screen and mirroring Chrome and other apps, you'll quickly become nimble in Nougat.Image Credit: Asif Islam/ShutterstockAndroid 7 Nougat Tips With the hit success of Pokemon Go, a whole new breed of fan is experiencing the franchise for the very first time. Compared to the simplistic mechanics of Pokemon Go, the main
series of Pokemon games can be daunting. However, no matter where you find yourself starting, there are a plethora of tips that apply to every single main series game, no matter which one you choose to start with. We've gathered 10 tips to help new trainers get the most out of their Pokemon experience. We recommend that before you consult a
full walkthrough or try any particular Pokemon team, you first consult these tips and try and make the best choice you can. After all, one of the most alluring aspects of Pokemon is that you build your team, which will be a little different than anyone else's. Nintendo If you're just getting into the Pokemon franchise, you've probably heard the term
"gen" to describe the games. "Gen" is short for "generation" and refers to the time period in which a specific game was released. Here's a handy guide to the specific generations of Pokemon main titles: 1st Gen: Pokemon Red, Blue, and Yellow (also Green in Japan)Available for: Game Boy, Nintendo 3DS eShop 2nd Gen: Pokemon Gold, Silver, and
CrystalAvailable for: Game Boy Color 3rd Gen: Pokemon Ruby, Sapphire, and Emerald; Pokemon Fire Red and Leaf Green (remakes of Pokemon Red and Blue)Available for: Game Boy Advance 4th Gen: Pokemon Pearl, Pokemon Diamond, and Platinum; Pokemon Heart Gold and Soul Silver (remakes of Pokemon Gold and Silver)Available for: Nintendo
DS 5th Gen: Pokemon White, Pokemon Black, Pokemon White 2, Pokemon Black 2Available for: Nintendo DS 6th Gen: Pokemon X and Y; Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire (remakes of Pokemon Ruby and Sapphire)Available for: Nintendo 3DS 7th Gen: Pokemon Sun and MoonAvailable for: Nintendo 3DS Each generation brought new
features, new Pokemon, and added new ways for Pokemon to battle and for you to develop your relationship with them. Which one is the best to start with? We'll discuss that in the next tip, which is a very important one if you're just getting started. Photo from Amazon The core gameplay of Pokemon remains the same in each main series entry: You
capture and train monsters to use to fight against other trainers with the goal of becoming the champion of the Pokemon league. However, they differ greatly in setting, which Pokemon are available, side quests, and features. This is a completely subjective question, and there's really no wrong answer. The difficulty of the Pokemon series is geared so
they can be enjoyed by fans of all ages, so most people who give the series a try won't find themselves in a position where they don't know what to do. Newer Pokemon games have features that make leveling Pokemon and other actions more convenient, but there's a lot to be said for starting with the basics. That's why we recommend starting with
Pokemon Red, Blue or Yellow. Although they can seem a bit outdated, the 1st Gen Pokemon games are a great introduction to the series and lack some of the more complicated mechanisms that have now become standard for the series. The core gameplay experience of the Pokemon main series is present, and the 1st Gen games are a great acid test
for whether or not you want to continue with the rest of the series. Additionally, now that they've been released on the 3DS eShop, you can trade Pokemon from the 1st gen titles into the latest 6th gen titles, meaning that for the first time, as long as you have the right equipment, you could play every Pokemon game besides the 2nd gen and then trade
all those Pokemon into the latest game. Nintendo At the beginning of each Pokemon game, a professor (of Pokemon) will present you with the chance to pick your very first Pokemon from three choices. For most people, this Pokemon ends up being the linchpin of their team, for better or for worse. However, you're not stuck with your starter at all. In
fact, as soon as you catch one Pokemon, you could throw your starter in your Pokemon Storage and never get them out again. Most Pokemon that are available to catch at the start of each game are nowhere near your starter Pokemon in raw stats and growth potential. However, as soon as you find a Pokemon you like, you're free to relocate your
starter to the sidelines. If you're looking for an extra challenge this can be a fun option to do as well. Although newer Pokemon games distribute your experience points gained by winning battles to your whole team, older entries make you do it the hard way. A bad habit many a trainer has found themselves engaged in is over-leveling one Pokemon at
the expense of the rest of their team. Pokemon isn't a difficult series, and that can lull trainers into letting their guard down and just keeping one Pokemon (usually their starter) in the top position of their team so the same Pokemon gets sent in to fight in every battle. However, Pokemon each have a "type" which plays into a "rock, paper, scissors"
type scenario during battle. If your main Pokemon is a water-type, and it's the only one you've been leveling, when you enter an Electric-type gym, the rest of your Pokemon might not have the strength to make up for your main Pokemon's type deficiency. To avoid all this, just make sure that you give each of your Pokemon a turn to fight a battle when
you can. Keep a rotation, and switch it after each battle. Then, you'll have a well-rounded team which you'll find yourself more attached to. That, in turn, will increase your enjoyment of the game. Funny Pokemon Video Game Meme. It's essential to keep your Pokemon in tip-top shape, so you'll always be prepared for battle. No matter how strong you
think your Pokemon are, there are always flukes in which a full health bar might mean the difference between surviving an attack or losing a battle. Pokemon is an RPG (role-playing game), so although each attack will do roughly the same damage most of the time, the actual damage is determined at random between a lower and higher range of
damage. Additionally, there are type-weaknesses, and critical hits which cause twice the damage to worry about. Your Pokemon's happiness also figures into several of the series' features. If you let your Pokemon faint often their happiness and friendliness with you will decrease, which can affect their stats or even their opportunity to evolve. Just
keep them healed by visiting a PokeCenter when you enter a town. It's for your Pokemon's health. Photo from Amazon Besides becoming the Pokemon Champion, there is an underlying goal in each game to fill your Pokedex by catching one of each Pokemon available. This goal becomes loftier the newer the game is, with the 1st gen games having
only 150 Pokemon needed to complete their Pokedex, and the latest 6th Gen having a whopping 719 Pokemon you'll need to find to truly catch them all. The easiest way to accomplish this is just to catch each wild Pokemon you meet, if it's a species you haven't caught already. If you do this, by the time you beat the Elite Four and become the
Pokemon League Champ, there shouldn't be too much available in your current game to catch. If you wait until after you become Pokemon Champ to go back through the whole game to start actively catching Pokemon you'll find yourself in a frustrating situation because you'll basically have to walk through the entire game again. Nintendo Starting
with Gen 2, wild Pokemon had a very small chance to appear in battle with a different color scheme and a special shiny animation. These Pokemon are extremely rare, and one of even the most common Pokemon in shiny form can give you incredible leverage when it comes to trading for a Pokemon you want (though you should probably just keep it.)
It's usually good to keep at least one weaker Pokemon on your team, just in case you run into one of these beauties. You'll know you've found a shiny because of their color pattern and the animation that plays when the battle starts. Throw out the stops to catch any shiny Pokemon you encounter because the chance of them appearing is so rare that it
may not happen again for years. Twitch Plays Pokemon/Nintendo While catching all the available Pokemon if a huge goal for many players, some are content either with a smaller amount made up of their very favorite species, or they prefer to collect only the strongest Pokemon in the strongest species by breeding the perfect specimens. How you
play the game is up to you. Pokemon games don't have time limits, and they don't have rigid objectives. Each event in the story will wait as long as you take to get to it and once you actually complete the story and side quests, you're free to roam the world at will. Set your own goals! You can hunt for shiny Pokemon, try to beat the game with only one
Pokemon, or a team of the weakest Pokemon. The possibilities are limitless! Each Pokemon game comes with a fairly large time investment. Most players will spend at least 20 to 40 hours on each title, and some people have over 1000 hours on their Pokemon saves. In each game, you'll find a favorite Pokemon, have a trusty starter, and spend a ton of
time battling with them. Unlike the majority of RPGs though, your Pokefriends are able to come with you on your next adventure! After you've finally soaked up everything a Pokemon title has to do, you have the option to trade them to a new game and have a new adventure with them! Once you reach the first town in each game, the trading system
for that game will be available. Though it can be a cumbersome process with some titles, you can bring your Pokemon all the way from the original 3rd gen titles on Game Boy Advance to the latest 6th gen titles. It'll help you fill up your Pokedex too! Nintendo, Pokemon Company While Pokemon Go has a huge following, the game lacks something
that the core Pokemon series has had since its inception on the original Game Boy: You can actually play with your friends. Although every generation of Pokemon titles has the ability to be linked so that you can trade or battle Pokemon with a friend, the latest generation of titles has added the internet into the mix, so if you and your friends have a
6th Gen title, you don't even have to be in the same room as them to trade.
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